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Pursuant to ECCC Internal Rules 104(1) and 108(7), the Co-Lawyers for Mr. Nuon Chea (the
"Defence") submit this request (the "Request") to consider and obtain additional evidence in
connection with its appeal against the Trial Judgement in Case 002/01 (the "Appeal"): 1
I. BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY

A.

Trial Chamber Findings and Defence Appeal and Closing Brief Arguments on
CPK Structure and the Role of the Zones

1.

In its Case 002/01 Judgement delivered on 7 August 2014 (the "Judgement"), the Trial
Chamber found inter alia that the structure of the Communist Party of Kampuchea
("CPK") was "strictly hierarchical" and "pyramidal" and that cadres throughout the
Party were firmly subordinated to the "Party leadership".2 The Judgement furthermore
held that "zone leaders" such as Sao Phim and Ruos Nhim faithfully implemented the
instructions of the "Party leadership" and "reported to" and received instructions from
Pol Pot and Nuon Chea. 3 The Chamber dismissed the possibility that these "zone
leaders" acted independently to commit the crimes charged. Instead, it convicted Nuon
Chea of all crimes charged - including the crimes against humanity of murder and
execution of former Khmer Republic soldiers and officials at Tuol Po Chrey in the
Northwest Zone - and sentenced him to life imprisonment.

2.

The Defence challenged these findings on numerous appeal grounds in its 29 December
2014 Appeal. These grounds reiterated and built on earlier arguments it had made in its
closing brief in Case 002/01 ("Closing Brief') 4 and that the Trial Chamber had
resoundingly ignored in its Judgement. A key line of defence presented was that the
"Party Centre" in Phnom Penh exercised only limited effective control over cadres
throughout the CPK hierarchy.

5

Rather than being "strictly hierarchical" and

"pyramidal", the CPK was cleaved with deep factional divisions and plagued by
internecine armed conflict. "Zone leaders" such as Sao Phim and Ruos Nhim, rather
than being subordinated to Pol Pot and Nuon Chea, were powerful leaders who
exercised substantial independent authority with which Pol Pot, Nuon Chea and others
could not lightly interfere.

Sao Phim, Ruos Nhim and others such as Koy Thuon

1

F16, 'Nuon Chea's Appeal Against the Case 002/01 Judgment', 29 Dec 2014 ("Appeal").
E313, 'Case 002/01 Judgement', 7 Aug 2014 ("Judgement"), paras. 223 and 913.
3
See, e.g., E313, Judgement, paras. 276, 773, 798, 851, 893 and 956.
4
E295/6/3, 'NUON Chea's Closing Submissions in Case 002/01 ', 26 Sep 2013 ("Closing Brief'), paras. 180-7
and 435-7, El/232.1 'Transcript of hearing on the Substance in Case 002 22 Oct 2013' ("Closing Oral
Submissions"), pp. 23-25.
5
F16, Appeal, paras. 225, 230 and 236-243.
2
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leveraged their authority from the earliest days after the liberation on 17 April 197 5 to
foment rebellion and/or treason against the legitimate government of Democratic
Kampuchea. This opposition was substantially supported by Vietnam which in tum was
backed by the Soviet Union. Vietnam was also involved in an alliance between Sao
Phim, Ruos Nhim, Koy Thuon, Vom Vet and many others within both the Standing and
Central Committees of the CPK. Indeed, the role of Vietnam and the Soviet Union in
connection with rebellion and/or treason will be discussed in more detail in the
Defence's forthcoming sixth additional evidence request.
B.

Dispersion of Evidence Relevant to Case 002/01 Across All ECCC Cases

3.

Significant evidence of relevance to Case 002/01 has come to the fore through the Case
003 and 004 investigations. During Case 002/01, the Defence received a trickle of
written records of interview ("WRis") disclosed to it from Cases 003 and 004, including
some released just 72 hours before closing briefs were due. In Case 002/02, that trickle
has swelled to a flood. Since November 2014, the Defence has been inundated with
documents from Cases 003 and 004. The Defence has been trying to review them all as
quickly as possible in order to identify all WRis that may be of relevance to the Case
002101 appeal. However, this is proving to be an extremely difficult task to complete.
The unrelenting trial schedule in Case 002/02 has already imposed a significantly
greater than full time trial workload on the Defence and severely limited the available
time within which the Defence can consult with Nuon Chea. The impact of the Case
002102 trial schedule is exacerbated by the Defence's extremely limited resources, the

Office of Administration's persistent reluctance to permit the Defence to adequately
supplement them, and the need for the Defence to simultaneously complete additional
work in connection with the Appeal. Moreover, the sheer magnitude of the disclosure
documents must be appreciated. The Defence has thus far received evidence given by
416 unique individuals - many of whom have never been interviewed in Case 002 spanning 7,634 pages of evidence (in English). Nearly one fifth of this new evidence
( 1,34 7 pages) was made available to the Defence on only 9 and 11 June 2015.
4.

In light of the volume of disclosed documents, the Defence' s very limited resources and
extremely heavy workload and the restrictive conditions under which the Defence was
provided with the documents, the Defence has thus far been able to complete only a
superficial review of all disclosure documents. It already submitted one critical WRI in
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its Third Additional Evidence Request and requested the relevant witness, SCW-5, to
testify. 6 On 29 May 2015, the Supreme Court Chamber admitted that WRI and
scheduled SCW-5 to testify on 6 July 2015. 7 The instant Request relates in part to five
additional WRis and one annex which the Defence has now been able to identify from
among the disclosure documents. These documents relate to critical aspects of SCW5 's testimony and the Defence's key lines of defence, as summarised above. Further
additional evidence requests will most likely follow, at least until the end of the Case
002101 appeal hearings, 8 as the Defence' s review of the disclosure documents and the
Case 003 and 004 investigations continue. Indeed, the Defence may continue to receive
evidence of significance to Case 002/01 after the appeal hearings that it may be unable
to put before the Supreme Court Chamber, given that the Case 003 and 004
investigations are likely to continue beyond the conclusion of the appeal hearings. At
this stage, those investigations are expected to continue until the end of 2015 for Case
003 and until the same time or the first quarter of 2016 for Case 004 (depending on
whether Case 004 will be severed). 9
5.

In addition, the overlap between the scope of Cases 002/01 and 002/02 means that
evidence relevant to the Case 002/01 appeal will inevitably emerge during the Case
002102 trial process.

It already has; the Defence's recently-filed Fourth Additional

Evidence Request requested the admission of transcripts of recent testimony that
witness Pech Chim gave during Case 002/02 trial hearings. 10 In addition, the Defence's
forthcoming Sixth Additional Evidence Request will relate to, inter alia, evidence of
fomenting rebellion and coups d'etats in the East Zone, North Zone and Region 106, in
conjunction with RAK military divisions 170, 310, 450 and 920.
C.

SCW-S's Evidence and its Importance to the Appeal

6.

As indicated above, the WRis forming the subject of this Request are highly relevant to
the Defence's case and to the expected testimony of upcoming Defence appeal witness

6

F2/4, 'Third Request to Consider and Obtain Additional Evidence in Connection With the Appeal Against the
Trial Judgment in Case 002/02', 25 Nov 2014 ("Third Additional Evidence Request").
7
F2/5, 'Decision on Part of NUON Chea's Requests to Call Witnesses on Appeal', 29 May 2015 ("SCC First
Witnesses Decision"), para. 26; F24, 'Order Scheduling a Hearing', 2 Jun 2015, ERN 01102026 and F24.1,
'Annex -Timetable for the Hearing', 2 Jun 2015, ERN 01102027.
8
Internal Rule 92; F2/5, SCC First Witnesses Decision, para. 24.
9
Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia, 'Completion Plan: Revision 4', 31 Mar 2015, para. 30,
available at http://www.cccc.gov.kh/sitcs/dcfault/filcs/Complction%20plan%20Rcv%204%20Final.pdf.
1
F2/6, 'Nuon Chea's Fourth Request to Consider Additional Evidence in Connection with the Appeal Against
the Trial Judgement in Case 002/01 ', 15 Jun 2015.

°
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SCW-5.

SCW-5 's likely testimony and its importance is described in detail in the

Defence' s Third Additional Evidence Request. 11 Nevertheless, the Defence summarises
it here for the sake of convenience.
7.

His WRI demonstrates his extensive knowledge of personnel, command
structures and events within the Northwest Zone including most likely the alleged
executions of former Khmer Republic officials at Tuol Po Chrey. In April 1978, SCW5 withdrew to the forest amidst arrests in the Northwest and East zones, later leading
2,000 troops into the forest and commanding them in attacks against Southwest Zone
soldiers in 1978. The troops SCW-5 led used 20,000 weapons he had earlier collected
from Lon Nol troops. After Sao Phim's "arrest in May 1978", SCW-5 gave Ruos Nhim
following a request from Ruos Nhim. SCW-5 claims to
have established a group opposed to the DK government at some point in 1978, taking
control of six of the seven Northwest Zone sectors, and at one point in time contacting
and coordinating with Heng Samrin's East Zone troops.
8.

SCW-5 is potentially a critical witness with respect to the events at Tuol Po Chrey. He
had an intimately close personal and working relationship with Ruos Nhim. He almost
certainly knows whether Ruos Nhim ordered the execution of soldiers and officials at
Tuol Po Chrey, and if so, when this order was issued, how it was disseminated, what its
scope was, and most importantly, whether and to what extent it originated in the
Standing Committee of the CPK or from Nuon Chea and Pol Pot. Credible testimony
from SCW-5 on these issues would overwhelm the probative value of the evidence
already on record.

9.

SCW-5 is also a critical witness with regard to CPK structure and the origin, scope and
nature of the armed conflict within the CPK.

His testimony corroborates Defence

submissions that leading figures within the Northwest and East zones formed a united
opposition faction against the CPK and, as of early 1976, also against the legitimate and
11

See, F2/4, Third Additional Evidence Request, paras. 7-11and15-22.

12
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widely-recognised 13 government of Democratic Kampuchea in which Sao Phim and
Ruos Nhim served as top-ranking officials. 14 SCW-5 describes personally planting the
seeds of this open armed conflict as early as 197 5.

Given his position in the zone

military and his very close personal relationship with Ruos Nhim, it is likely that he was
acting pursuant to Ruos Nhim's instructions or with his acquiescence and support.

13

According the Dutch government, the DK had formal diplomatic relations with a wide range of European
countries. These included the Netherlands, Denmark, Italy, the United Kingdom, Belgium, Sweden, Greece,
Finland, Austria, Switzerland and Norway: Dutch Government Response to Questions of a Member of
Parliament, in 'Tweede Kamer der Staten - Generaal', no. 587, 1976-1977, pp. 1171-1172. The relevant
passages in Dutch are as follows:
"Zoals bekend had de Regering, na de machtswisseling in Phnom Penh, in het belang van continuering
van de relaties, reeds op 18 april 1975 besloten betrekkingen aan te knopen met de regering van
Cambodja, zodra deze zou zijn gevormd. [. . .]
Eerst op 3 november jl. gal de regering te Phnom Penh van haar kant te kennen met ans land
diplomatieke betrekkingen aan te willen knopen.[. . .]
Van de andere lid-staten van de EG zijn inmiddels tot het aanknopen van betrekkingen overgegaan:
Denemarken (mei 1976), Jtalie Ouni 1976), VK (augustus 1976) en Belgie (december 1976).
Op bijgaande lijst staan de landen vermeld, die voor zover bekend, diplomatieke betrekkingen met
Cambodja onderhouden.
Relaties met Cambodja: [. . .]
B. Sinds de machtswisseling tevens
Zweden (april 1975) [. . .] Denemarken (mei 1976) [. . .] Jtalie Ouni 1976) [. . .] Griekenland (augustus
1976) [. . .]Finland (augustus 1976), Oostenrijk (augustus 1976), Zwitserland (augustus 1976), Verenigd
Koninkrijk (augustus 1976), Noorwegen (november 1976), Belgie (december 1976)."
The Defence internally translates these passages as follows:
"On 18 April 1975, in the interest of continuing the relations, the government already decided to establish
relations with the government of Cambodia, as soon as this government was established. [ ... ]
Only on last 3 November, the Government of Phnom Penh expressed its intention to establish diplomatic
relations with the Netherlands. [ ... ]
Other EC [European Community] countries that have already diplomatic relations are: Denmark (May
1976), Italy (June 1976), United Kingdom (August 1976), Belgium (December 1976).
List of countries who entertain diplomatic relations with Cambodia, as far as known:
Relations with Cambodia [ ... ]
B. Since the change of power, also:
Sweden (April 1975) [ ... ] Denmark (May 1976) [ ... ] Italy (June 1976) [ ... ] Greece (August 1976) [ ... ]
Finland (August 1976), Austria (August 1976), Switzerland (August 1976), United Kingdom (August
1976), Norway (November 1976), Belgium (December 1976)."
Indeed, according to East German intelligence reports, by March 1977, the DK government ""entertain[ed]
diplomatic relations with around 100 states, mostly non-aligned countries" in total: Zur Entwicklung im
Demokratischen Kampuchea [Regarding developments in Democratic Kampuchea], Abteilung FO (Fem-Ost)
[Division Far-East], Berlin, 30 Mar 1977, in: MfAA - C 6682, cited in Christian Oesterheld, 'East German
Socialism and the Khmer Rouge Revolution: Insights from the GDR's Diplomatic Archives', Vienna IO'h
International Academic Conference, 3 Jun 2014, pp. 559-574 ("East German Socialism and the Khmer Rouge
Revolution"),
at
p.
564,
available
at:
http://procccdings.iiscs.net/indcx. php?action=procccdingslndcxDownload&id= 1&cid=2&iid=7 l &rid=843.
14
Sao Phim and Ruos Nhim were respectively appointed as the first and second deputy chairman of the
Presidium of State of Democratic Kampuchea by the People's Representative Assembly: see E3/165, Document
on Conference I of Legislature I of the People's Representative Assembly of Kampuchea 11-13 April 1976, ERN
00184068.
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D.

Additional Evidence from Rob Lemkin and Thet Sambath

10.

In its Appeal, the Defence requested that the Supreme Court Chamber summon Rob
Lemkin and Thet Sambath to testify. 15 These requests built particularly on two earlier
Defence requests: its 1 September 2014 request that the Supreme Court Chamber obtain
additional evidence (in the form of interview footage) from Lemkin and Sambath, 16 and
its request that the Chamber admit the WRI of SCW-5 into evidence and summon him
to testify. On 1 April 2015, the Supreme Court Chamber partially granted the Lemkin
and Sambath evidence request and commenced an additional investigation into these
matters. 17 It directed WESU to contact both Lemkin and Sambath in order to schedule
them for interviews with the Chamber, although according to WESU, Sambath initially
failed to respond to several attempts to contact him. 18 On 11 May 2015, the Chamber
was, however, successful in interviewing Rob Lemkin. 19 Lemkin explained to the
Chamber that while working on their films Enemies of the People and Suspicious
Minds, he and Sambath had "amassed a wealth of evidence about Ruos Nhim's political
agenda during the period 197 5 to 1978". This consisted of a series of interviews with
four individuals whose testimony provided key insight into:
Ruos Nhim's political agenda regarding his view of the control of the Communist Party
of Kampuchea; his view of the line of the Communist Party of Kampuchea; his view
about what to do with that line; his view and his activities in an attempt to take over
20
control of the Party.

11.

Rob Lemkin advised that he would be willing to provide footage of these interviews to
the Chamber provided that Thet Sambath consented. He also indicated that he had
written a 10,000 word article, excerpts of which he was also willing to provide to the
Chamber, which "sums up the state of the information that we had gathered between
2007 and 2011". 21 Following this interview, the Chamber directed the Witness and
Expert Support Unit ("WESU") to again attempt to make contact with Thet Sambath.
On 16 May 2015, WESU was finally successful in reaching Sambath. It requested his
consent to provide footage or transcripts of the interviews with the four individuals.

15

F16, Appeal, paras. 567, 730(a).
F2, 'Request to Obtain and Consider Additional Evidence in Connection with the Appeal Against the
Judgment in Case 002/01 ', 1 Sep 2014.
17
F2/4/3, 'Interim Decision on Part of Nuon Chea's First Request to Obtain and Consider Additional Evidence
in Appeal Proceedings in Case 002/01 ', 1 Apr 2015.
18
F2/4/3/2, 'Report in Response to Supreme Chamber [sic] Decision F2/4/3', 22 May 2015 ("WESU Sambath
Report"), p. 1.
19
F2/4/3/1, 'Written Record of Witness Interview- Robert T.F. Lemkin', 18 May 2015 ("Lemkin WRI").
2
F2/4/3/1, Lemkin WR!, p. 10 (at A34).
21
F2/4/3/1, Lemkin WRI, pp. 11 (at A36), 4 (at A6), and 11 (at A38).
16
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Thet Sambath refused, citing the limited purposes for which the interviewees had
consented to the use of their interviews and the danger which the release of the
interviews would pose to Sambath and Sambath's relatives and former employees. 22
12.

On 15 June 2015, the Supreme Court Chamber issued an interim decision on its
additional investigation. 23 It advised that Rob Lemkin had provided his notes on 3 June
2015 (the "Notes"), attaching those Notes to its decision. 24 In light of Thet Sambath's
refusal to provide the footage or transcripts, the Chamber requested the Defence to file
written submissions as to whether Lemkin's Notes should nevertheless be admitted into
evidence and "any further action taken by the Delegate Judges or the Chamber in
relation to the information emerged from the Additional Investigation". 25
II. ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE

13.

The Defence requests the Chamber to admit six additional pieces of evidence and
summon five additional appeal witnesses. This additional evidence is set out in detail
from paragraphs 14 to 48 and summarised as follows.
(a)

The Defence seeks the admission of four WRis recently disclosed to the Defence
containing the evidence of four -

witnesses,
. It also requests

two of those witnesses to be summoned to testify.
(b)

The Defence requests three further witnesses be summoned to testify.

The

Defence has already requested them to appear as witnesses in Case 002/02 and
their evidence was on the Case 002 case file in the book Behind the Killing Fields.
However, none had previously testified in court or been interviewed by the OCIJ.
(c)

The Defence seeks the admission of a second WRI of upcoming appeal witness
SCW-5 and the annex to his WRI.

22

F2/4/3/2, WESU Sambath Report, p. 1.
F2/4/3/3, 'Decision requesting Submissions on the Additional Investigation', 15 Jun 2015 ("SCC Interim
Investigation Decision").
24
F2/4/3/3, SCC Interim Investigation Decision, p. 3; F2/4/3/3.1, 'CONFIDENTIAL: Unpublished Notes on
Khmer Rouge Internal Conflict Investigation', 29 May 2015.
25
F2/4/3/3, SCC Interim Investigation Decision, p. 3. The Defence notes that the instant Request may provide
relevant information in response to the Chamber's request for submissions in the regard to Lemkin's Notes.
However, the Defence has not considered those Notes in detail and therefore does not rely on any information
contained in those Notes in this Request. It will file separate written submissions on the Notes in due course.
23
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A.

WRis of Four -

Witnesses

(i)

WR/ of Witness 1 (Ruos Nhim 's Messenger and Bodyguard;2 6

14.

The first piece of evidence the Defence seeks to admit is the WRI of Witness 1.
Witness
2013 27
-

Witness 1 is also the first witness in this Request who the Defence requests to

summon as a witness on appeal.
15.

Witness 1 joined the "Khmer Rouge revolution" in 1972. He was first assigned to work
in the "Art Section", was later assigned to be Ruos Nhim's messenger, and then joined
the CPNLAF in 1974. From 1976, he was appointed as Ruos Nhim's bodyguard. 29

16.

In his WRI, Witness 1 described how in 1977, he accompanied Ruos Nhim as his
bodyguard to an area bordering with Vietnam, where they collected military uniforms
from Vietnam and took them to Ruos Nhim's office at Ampil Prahaong:
A3: On 17 April 1975, I moved to live in Kanghat until 1976, when Ta Nhim invited
me to be his bodyguard. I was his bodyguard until he was arrested. I escorted and
secured his [safety] everywhere he went. He had three bodyguards including me, but I
was not the one who got in the car with him. I used to escort Ta Nhim to Phnum Den
Mountain, which is bordered by Vietnam.
Q: Why did you escort Ta Nhim to Phnum Den Mountain?
A4: He needed me to secure him while he was transporting military uniforms from Den
Mountain to Ampil Prahaong and Sisophon in 1977. Sisophon was also Ta Nhim's
military base.
Q: What place was Ampil Prahaong?
A5: Ampil Prahaong was Ta Nhim's house and office. Ampil Prahaong was 1
kilometre west of Phsar Leu Market.
Q: What were those military uniforms transported for?

26

The Defence refers to the witnesses only by pseudonyms in accordance with the Supreme Court Chamber's
directive that it "identify the Case 003 or 004 witness only by a pseudonym assigned by the Trial Chamber for
Case 002/02 or by the Supreme Court Chamber for Case 001/01, or will use only general words reasonably
calculated to avoid identifying the witness": see, F22, 'Directions Concerning Proposed Witnesses in Appeal
Proceedings of Case 002/01 ', 26 Mar 2015, para. 6(d). Most witnesses to which this Request relates have never
been assigned pseudonyms by either the Trial or Supreme Court Chambers. Accordingly, the Defence has
assigned its own pseudonyms to those witnesses.
27
E319/19.3.107, 'Written Record oflnterview of[Witness 1]', 31Oct2013 ("Witness 1 WRI").
28
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A6: I did not know for whom those uniforms were transported, but Ta Nhim told me
30
those uniforms had come from Vietnam.

17.

Witness 1 also explained the circumstances under which Ruos Nhim was arrested by
Southwest Zone cadres at "[p ]erhaps the end of 1978" and later executed: 31
A12: I was working with him at Ampil Prahaong. The place was his house and
working office.
Q: What happened to Ta Nhim?
A13: The Southwest cadres detained him. He was arrested in Sisophon while he was
trying to escape towards Kampong Cham. [ ... ]
Q: Can you clarify, what were the names of the Southwest cadres who detained Ta
Nhim?
Al5: They were Ta Nop and Ta Mok. I knew only these two cadres.
Q: What did Ta Nop and Ta Mok do?
A16: They were high ranking Chiefs from Phnom Penh who came to arrest Ta Nhim in
Battambang, but Ta Nhim had realized this, so he escaped to Sisophon where he was
caught. [ ... ]
Q: Why did Ta Nhim escape?
A 19: Because, at that time, two trucks of Southwest military were coming to check his
house, and his bodyguards told them that Ta Nhim had already left for Battambang.
Then the bodyguards informed him about this, and he escaped straight away.
Q: How did you know those military were from the Southwest?
A20: Because they were in charge of arresting the high ranking Chiefs of the
Northwest Zone. Ta Nop ordered the arrests of those high ranking Chiefs. The high
ranking Chiefs who were caught included Ta Vanh, Committee Chief of Sector 1 and
Ta Veng, Ta Vanh's bodyguard.[ ... ]
Q: What happened to Ta Nhim after his arrest?
A23: He was taken to be killed, for I heard the Southwest people talk about this at the
32
Thai border after 1979.

18.

Following Ruos Nhim's arrest, Witness 1 was himself arrested.

He was initially

detained at a security centre in Battambang. 33 There, he said he was interrogated by two

30
31

32
33

E319/19.3.107,
E319/19.3.107,
E319/19.3.107,
E319/19.3.107,

Witness
Witness
Witness
Witness

1 WRI, pp. 3-4 (emphasis added, Khmer phrases omitted).
1 WRI, p. 5.
1 WRI, pp. 5-6 (emphasis added, Khmer phrases omitted).
1 WRI, p. 8.
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military personnel "from the Central and Southwest Zones" 34 whose questions focused
on his trips with Ruos Nhim to Vietnam:
A41: There were two interrogators, but I did not know them. They asked me the same
question, "How many times did you guy go to Vietnam?" I said I do not go to Vietnam.
They said, "You guy [sic] is Ta Nhim's messenger, I do not believe you. You guy [sic]
definitely used to go to Vietnam." Then they used an electric baton of hand phone size
35
to electrocute my neck until I fainted.

19.

Witness 1 was later transferred to Kakaoh Prison, which he described as follows:
A25: The prisoners there were former Northwest Military who had been caught by the
Southwest cadres.
Q: How many prisoners were there at Kakaoh Prison?
A26: There were a lot because the prisoner shelter was long.

20.

36

Witness 1 also described the arrival "since 1977" 37 of Southwest Zone cadres in the
Northwest Zone, and their activities upon arrival:
A9: When they arrived, they removed the Chiefs of villages and Communes and they
promoted themselves to [be the] Chiefs of those villages and Communes. When they
arrived, they checked for anyone who was harsh [and] they removed him/her from their
position, but anyone who agreed to be under their domination was kept in his/her
position. Removal meant being taken to be killed. They also removed the Chiefs of
38
Sectors and Zones.

21.

In addition, he provided details of Ruos Nhim's family:
A55: [ ... ] Ta Nhim had four children - one daughter and three sons. The daughter was
his youngest child. The first son was Chiel. The second son was Chhnang. The third
was Sihour, and the youngest daughter was Kanhchreng [ ... ]

22.

Finally, Witness 1 offered information concerning the Northwest Zone's operations:
A62: There were two offices of the Northwest Zone - one was at Ampil Prahaong
while the other one was in Sisophon. In Sisophon, it was Chhnang's office, but I did
not know what he did. Ampil Prahaong was the place where Ta Nhim held meetings
with military Chiefs, but I did not know [any of] those military Chiefs because I was
not allowed to enter the meeting place. [ ... ]
Q: How did Ta Nhim communicate with the Sectors?
A65: They used telephones and messengers to communicate with one another.

34

E319/19.3.107,
E319/19.3.107,
36
E319/19.3.107,
37
E319/19.3.107,
38
E319/19.3.107,
35

Witness
Witness
Witness
Witness
Witness

1 WRI, p. 9 (at A43).
1 WRI, p. 9 (emphasis added, errors in original).
1 WRI, p. 7 (emphasis added, Khmer phrases omitted).
1 WRI, p. 4 (at A8).
1 WRI, pp. 4-5 (emphasis added, corrections in original).
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Q: Did you know the names of Ta Nhim's couriers?
A66: He had three messengers, but I remember only one. His name was Chrouk, and I
39
do not know whether Chrouk is dead or alive.

(ii)

WR/ of Witness 2 (Former Northwest Zone Chairman of Logistics and Economics)

23.

The second piece of evidence the Defence seeks to admit is the WRI of Witness 2.
Witness 2 was interviewed
2013 40
-

Witness 2 is the second witness in this Request who the Defence requests to

summon as a witness on appeal.
24.

From 1973 until April or May 1976, Witness 2 was Chairman of Logistics and
Economics of the Northwest Zone.

He was later transferred to a fishing unit in

Northwest Zone Sector 4 near Tonle Sap Lake. In March or April 1978, Southwest
Zone forces arrested his unit chief and colleagues and dissolved the unit. However,
Witness 2 managed to evade arrest until the invasion of the Vietnamese. 42
25.

In his WRI, Witness 2 explained that "[Ruosj Nhim was arrested at the same time as

the Secretary of the East Zone, SAO Phim". 43 He also described what appeared to be
widespread arrests throughout the Northwest Zone, at all levels:
A2: [ ... T]hey began to separate us in early 1978 because the Southwest side led by Ta
Mok began to arrest zone, sector, district cadres and the military. Around March or
April 1978, my unit chairman, Ta Sum was arrested; at that time I was his deputy.
After the arrest of my chairman, I had been working in a fishing unit for less than a
month when the Southwest people used motorboats to round up military fishing unit
forces and they dissolved my unit. They then took some of my men to Kakaoh, a
Military Corrections Office; others were taken to Phnum Thebadei Mountain, and
some others were sent to live in cooperatives. [ ... ]
Q: Besides Ta Sum, the chairman of the fishing unit, was there anyone else?
A5: At that time, there were Ta Chham, Ta Khleng, and Ta Ham. The last to be
arrested was Ta Nhim. To my knowledge, Ta Khleng, the Zone Military Staff, was
probably sent to S-21. Initially, the chairmen of Divisions 1 and 2 were arrested,
followed by the leaders of the regiments, battalions, and artillery units. [ ... ]

39
40

E319/19.3.107, Witness 1 WRI, pp. 4-5 (emphasis added, corrections in original, Khmer phrases omitted).
E319/13.3.17, 'Written Record oflnterview of[Witness 2]', 22 Sep 2013 ("Witness 2 WRI").

41

43

E319/13.3.17, Witness 2 WRI, pp. 3-4 (at A2).
E319/13.3.17, Witness 2 WRI, p. 4 (at A6, emphasis added, Khmer phrase omitted).
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A6: [ ... ]On the Zone Committee,[ ... ] Ta Keu was the first to be arrested. [ ... ]4

26.

4

According to Witness 2 however, some cadres were able to escape to the forest, and
later created the "White Khmer Movement":
A12: [ ... ]I know that during the chaos some Northwest cadres escaped into the forest,
while some others were arrested.
Q: Are any Northwest cadres who had fled into the forest still alive today?
A 13: The ones who had escaped into the forest created the White Khmer Movement
and even killed some Southwest people. I do not know if any of them are still alive, as
45
some of them went to the Moung District, while some others went to Pursat.

27.

Witness 2 described how Southwest Zone troops used various pretexts to explain their
initial arrival in the Northwest Zone, all the while secretly monitoring the Northwest
Zone cadres before beginning to make arrests:
A12: [ ... ] When the Southwest group first came to the Northwest Zone, they did not
make any arrests - they monitored the Northwest group. [ ... ]
A36: [ ... ] At first, the Southwest group worked normally with the Northwest group.
They said they had come to help the Northwest, but in fact they had come to
investigate the Northwest group. [ ... ]
A39: They first came at the end of 1976, and they used this ruse - their leadership said
that they would be leaving their men for education because they had committed
wrongdoing in the Southwest Zone; but in fact, those men had come to investigate.
After about three to four months, in mid-1977, more Southwest Zone cadres were sent
in to sweep clean and take charge of the Northwest Zone. An example is the case of Ta
Nhim's arrest - the Phnom Penh side sent in their men to be his messengers before
. h'im. 46
arrestmg

28.

As to the reasons for the arrests, Witness 2 explained that Southwest Zone cadres began
to separate their Northwest Zone counterparts "[ d]ue to political issues", 47 and that
arrests eventually occurred to prevent the realisation of a plan to fight back against Pol
Pot and thus prevent the Northwest Zone revolting like the East Zone. Witness 2 also
explained the role of a person named Ta Ham in connection with this plan:
Q: Do you know what happened to Ta Ham?
A29: Ta Ham was also arrested; they were arrested together. I obtained information
that both divisions of the Northwest Zone had planned to fight back against Pol Pot,

44
45
46
47

E319/13.3.17,
E319/13.3.17,
E319/13.3.17,
E319/13.3.17,

Witness
Witness
Witness
Witness

2 WRI,
2 WRI,
2 WRI,
2 WRI,

pp. 3-4 (emphasis added, Khmer phrases omitted).
p. 6 (emphasis added, Khmer phrase omitted).
pp. 5, 9, 10 (emphasis added).
p. 3.
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but this plan had been leaked through some agents of the Centre. That was why the
military people were arrested. Ta Ham was accused of having transported military
equipment to Phnum V eay Chab Mountain. I learned about this after 1979 from a
driver who had transported the equipment in question. Another soldier told me of
hearing their leaders say in a meeting that if nothing was done about the Northwest
48
group, the Zone would revolt like the East Zone.

29.

30.

Finally, Witness 2 offered details of various Northwest Zone leaders and the Northwest
Zone structure prior to its takeover by Southwest Zone cadres, including the following:
Q: You talked about Ta Nhim; what was his position in this Northwest Zone?
A6: Ta Nhim was the Zone Secretary. On the Zone Committee, there were Ta RUOS
Nhim, Ta Keu alias Ta Kan, and Ta San; [ ... ]
Q: You said that there were two divisions in the Northwest Zone. Who were the
chairmen of those divisions?
A46: I forget the name of the Division 1 Chairman, but the Division 2 Chairman was
Ta Ren. [ ... ]
Q: Do you know who Ta Ren reported to?
A47: Ta Ren had to report to Ta Khleng - the chief of the Northwest Zone Military
Staff.
Q: Did you know who Ta Khleng reported on to?
A48: Ta Khleng reported to the Zone Committee, meaning to Ta Nhim. [ ... ]
Q: You talked about Ta Ham, what was Ta Ham's position during the Khmer Rouge
regime?
A28: Ta Ham was a deputy of the Zone Military General Staff. He was Ta Khleng's
deputy. [ ... ]
Q: When you were working in logistics and economics of the Zone military, how did
the Sector report?

48

E319/13.3.17, Witness 2 WRI, p. 8 (emphasis added, Khmer phrases omitted).
See, E319.1.27, 'Written Record of Interview of [SCW-5]', 10 (and 11 and 12) Sep 2013 ("First SCW-5
WRI"), p. 8 (atA31), p. 11 (atA35), p. 22 (atA90), andp. 29 (atA124).
49
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A49: For communes and districts, they reported to the Sector; as for the army, they
50
reported to the Military Staff. [ ... ]

(iii) WR/ of Witness 3 (Northwest Zone Transportation and Cooperative Worker)
31.

The third piece of evidence the Defence seeks to admit is the WRI of Witness 3.
Witness 3 was interviewed
2013 51

32.

After 17 April 1975, Witness 3 was relocated from Battambang to Ou Dambang
Commune. Witness 3 was assigned to "help prepare [commune] name lists". He was
later transferred to study in the Commerce Office and sent to work "transporting salt for
the people". In mid/late 1976, Witness 3 was accused of being a traitor, after which he
was transferred to a village and eventually a cooperative "responsible for clearing
forests at the frontline battlefields". He was later assigned by Southwest Zone cadres to
survey land, a role in which he remained until the arrival of the Vietnamese. 53

33.

Asked why Southwest Zone cadres had come to replace their Northwest Zone
counterparts, Witness 3 provided details of "zones tum[ing] against Pol Pot" and of the
division of the CPK into three or four factions:
A 13: They had been accused of being affiliated with the Viet Minh Khmer Rouge and
the East Zone Committee [Chief], SAO Phim. These two Zones had turned against
POL Pot. According to my observations, the Khmer Rouge was apparently composed
of three or four groups. The first group was the Viet Minh. The second group was the
nationalistic Khmer Rouge. The third was the Sihanouk Khmer Rouge and the fourth
54
group was the Khmer Rouge from China, including POL Pot.

34.

Witness 3 was able to provide insight into certain Northwest Zone leaders:
Q: Did you know Ta HENG Teav's position? What happened to him?
A16: Ta HENG Teav was Deputy Chief of the Northwest Zone. He was also in charge
of Sector 1, but Ta Say was Chief of Sector 1. The two most powerful people in the
Zone were Ta Nhim, alias Kiio, and Ta HENG Teav, alias Ta Pet. [ ... ] Ta HENG Teav

50
51

E319/13.3.17, Witness 2 WRI, pp. 4, 8 and 11-12.
E319/13.3.58, 'Written Record oflnterview of[Witness 3]', 3 Sep 2013 ("Witness 3 WRI").

52

5
54

E319/13.3.58, Witness 3 WRI, pp. 3-4 (at A2).
E319/13.3.58, Witness 3 WRI, p. 7 (emphasis added, correction in original, Khmer phrase omitted).
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was still alive after 1979, and he became the Union Minister during the regime of HUN
55
Sen, HENG Samrin and CHEA Sim, but he has since passed away.

35.

Witness 3 explained that the affiliation between Ruos Nhim and Sao Phim was not only
political but personal:
Q: Did you ever hear of Ta Chiel?
A 19: I never heard that name, but I have heard of Chhnang. He was the son of Ta Sao
56
Phim and the son-in-law of Ta Kiio.

36.

Finally, Witness 3 also provided details regarding his Ou Dambang commune chief Ta
Ly alias Ta Kim, who he said was still alive and previously worked as a courier for
people including Nuon Chea: 57
A2: [ ... ] The Chief of Ou Dambang Commune, Ta Ly alias Ta Kim, was born in that
Commune. In the past, he was a courier for Ta Nhim, Ta Pet and Ta NUON Chea. He
is still alive. Ta Ly is a very good person, and this explains why he can still live in this
village and Commune now. [ ... ]
Q: Can you refer us to anybody else who is still alive who can tell us about the main
organizational structures of the Northwest Zone and the sectors?

(iv)

WR/ of Witness 4 (Northwest Zone Worker)

37.

The fourth piece of evidence the Defence seeks to admit 1s the WRI of Witness 4.
Witness 4 was interviewed

on 15 October

55

E319/13.3.58, Witness 3 WRI, p. 8 (emphasis added, Khmer phrases omitted).
E319/13.3.58, Witness 3 WRI, p. 9 (emphasis added, Khmer phrases omitted). At A16, the witness indicates
that Kao was an alias for Ruos Nhim: see para. 30 above.
57
The Defence notes that Ta Ly alias Ta Kim is the witness 2-TCW-920 (and formerly TCW-406). The
Defence had previously proposed this witness in their initial Case 002 witness list. He has since been proposed
by the Co-Prosecutors as a witness to appear in Case 002/02.
the witness described activities in the
Northwest Zone. However, the Defence did not include his WRI in the instant Request or request him to testify
because it has limited its requests to evidence of clear importance to the Appeal. While 2-TCW -920' s testimony
is relevant, the Defence considered the evidence of Witnesses 1-4 to be more wide-ranging and detailed and
therefore, ultimately, more likely to assist the Chamber in the ascertainment of the truth.
58
This appears likely to be SCW-5. However, in both the English and Khmer record of Witness 3's testimony,
there is a one-letter difference in the spelling of the name.
59
E319/13.3.58, Witness 3 WRI, pp. 3 and 11-12.
56
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38.

In 1975, Witness 4 had been a high school student in Battambang.

He was then

evacuated to Ou Mal commune in Sector 3 of the Northwest Zone. He initially worked
in a commune worksite weaving scarves, and was later assigned to work at the Phnum
Sampov Mountain Worksite, which was a Sector worksite.
39.

In his WRI, Witness 4 described the circumstances which heralded a change in the
Northwest Zone leadership:
A 10: [ ... ] Around 1978, I saw a helicopter circling the place where I farmed and that
evening, people told me that Ta Nhim had been arrested. From that time on, there was
a change in the leadership in the area in which I lived.

40.

He identified a number of certain Northwest Zone leaders, all of whom were arrested by
Southwest Zone cadres:
A8: Sector 3 was governed by Ta Chham. Ta Hoeun was District Committee, but I did
not know which district. Ta Sokh (original name Pum) was Ou Mal Commune
Committee. [ ... ]
A9: Sector 3 was located in Northwest Zone governed by ROS Nhim aka MOUL
Sambath.
Q: Did all the leaders you described above work until the end of the Khmer Rouge
regime?
A 10: They did not govern until the end of Khmer Rouge regime.

41.

62

Witness 4 also described the interaction between Southwest and Northwest Zone cadres
which culminated in the arrest of those of the Northwest:
Q: Where did the new cadres who managed your Sector come from?
A 11: They came from Southwest Zone. At first the new cadres that came from
Southwest came to work with the old Northwest cadres, but later they transferred the
Northwest cadres away. [ ... ]
A25: [ ... ] I heard people say that after the arrival of the Southwest cadres in late 1977
or early 1978, the Northwest cadres were not all taken away: they were still working
together.

60

E319/19.3.198, 'Written Record oflnterview of[Witness 4]', 15 Oct 2014 ("Witness 4 WRI").

E319/19.3.198, Witness 4 WRI, pp. 5-6 (emphasis added, Khmer phrases omitted).
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B.

Three Witnesses Whose Interviews Were Published in Behind the Killing Fields

42.

The third, fourth and fifth witnesses that the Defence requests the Supreme Court
Chamber to summon to testify on appeal are 2-TCW-959, 2-TCW-960 and 2-TCW-961.
The Defence devoted paragraph 20 of its Third Additional Evidence Request to
describing these witnesses' potential testimony. 63 In addition, the Defence further notes
that in July 2014, it already sought the admission of all three individuals as witnesses in
Case 002/02. 64 None of these witnesses has ever previously testified at the ECCC or, as
far as the Defence knows, been interviewed by the OCIJ.

However, they were all

previously interviewed by Thet Sambath (likely together with Rob Lemkin).
Summaries of their interviews are published in Thet Sambath's book Behind the Killing

Fields, which is already on the case file in full and was published in 2010. 65
(i)

2-TCW-959 (Head of a DK-Era Hospital in Battambang)

43.

Thet Sambath's summary of his interview with 2-TCW-959 reads as follows:
[2-TCW-959], head of the hospital in his region in Battambang, said in an interview
that in one of the meetings he attended in Sdao to overthrow Pol Pot, Rhos Nhim said
secrecy was mandatory because anyone who was found to be part of the plot would
surely be killed. [2-TCW-959] said that, after receiving instructions from Rhos Nhim,
he ordered seventy of his men to transfer medicine and medical equipment to store at
his division headquarters. Asked by his men the reason for the move, he lied and said
they were preparing to make war with Thailand. Rice was also kept in rice mills and
gasoline was hidden throughout Battambang and Banteay Meanchey province. They
planned to destroy bridges across the Sangke river in Battambang to control the west
side, where they had stored equipment, food and other materials. "This plan was very
big and important and if we won, things would be good again," [2-TCW-959] said.
"We were encouraged because some center members from Phnom Penh like Vom Vet
66
supported this plot and we had So Phim in the Eastern Zone."

(ii)

2-TCW-960 (Former Northwest Zone Division Commander)

44.

Thet Sambath's summary of his interview with 2-TCW-960 reads as follows:
Rhos Nhim instructed [2-TCW-960], a division commander, to contact Thai
communists, who would store rice, dry fish, and weapons for them until they staged
their attack. They transported the goods to Thailand at night. "I was very sorry our plan
was not successful," [2-TCW-960] said in an interview. "When I was detained in a

63

F2/4, Third Additional Evidence Request, para. 20.
E307 /4, 'New Witness, Civil Party and Expert List for Case 002/02', 24 Jul 2014; E307 /4.2, 'Annex A - New
Witness, Civil Party and Expert List for Case 002/02', 24 Jul 2014; E307/4.3, 'Annex B - New Witness, Civil
Party and Expert Summaries for Case 002/02', 24 Jul 2014.
65
E3/4202, Gina Chon and Thet Sambath, Behind the Killing Fields: A Khmer Rouge Leader and One of' His
Victims ("Behind the Killing Fields"), ERN 00757532 - ·
66
E3/4202, Gina Chon and Thet Sambath, Behind the Killing Fields, ERN 00757532 (emphasis added).
64
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reeducation camp, I wished that we attacked first. I would have rather died in battle
67
implementing this plan than stay in the camp."

45.

The Defence further notes that there are two documents already on the case file that
reference a person who appears likely to be 2-TCW-961; the person shares the same
name and experiences in the Northwest Zone. 68

(iii) 2-TCW-961 (Former Northwest Zone Cadre From Pursat)
46.

Thet Sambath's summary of his interview with 2-TCW-961 reads as follows:
Surviving Khmer Rouge cadre said there was indeed a plot to overthrow Pol Pot, Nuon
Chea, and the rest of the leadership. [2-TCW-961 J of Pursat province said there was a
plan in 1976 to stage a coup that would be led by the Northwest and Eastern zones. He
said cadre in those areas frequently had meetings in Sdao commune. The plan called
for the Northwest zone cadre to capture Battambang province, followed by Pursat
province, Kompong Chhnang province, and then Phnom Penh. At the same time, the
Eastern Zone would attack from the areas east of the capital. "Everyone knew about the
plot to overthrow Pol Pot's leadership," [2-TCW-961] said. "They talked about
revisionism and redoing what Pol Pot messed up." With the acknowledgment that the
goals of Angka were too extreme and unrealistic, the cadre who wanted to overthrow
Pol Pot felt Cambodia needed to go slower and reform the country step by step, instead
69
of at a breakneck pace that was literally killing the population.

C.

Second WRI of SCW-5 and its Annex

. .The fifth and sixth pieces of evidence the Defence seeks to submit are a second WRI of
SCW-5 together with its annex.
Its Third Additional Evidence Request sought the
admission of one of them. 70 The second WRI of SCW-5 concerns a collection of 27
photos which SCW-5's wife gave
was taken on 27 November 2013,

The WRI
71

and the photos are annexed to the WRI.

72

-

67

E3/4202, Gina Chon and Thet Sambath, Behind the Killing Fields, ERN 00757532 (emphasis
added).
68
See, E3/1894, 'List of the names of the traitors as implicated in Sieng Pauv alias Sean's biography', 28 Oct
1977, ERNs 00702087-8: "[same name as 2-TCW-961 ... ]in 72 became the chairman of the transportation
company unit . . . Early 73 [... same name as 2-TCW -961] ws also appointed by Sou to be the battalion
commander of Sector 4 military.[ ... ] As for Voeun, Chet, Som, Lai and [same name as 2-TCW-961], they were
stationing next to each other along National Road 5"; E3/3849, 'Responses of Tit Son alias Nhem', 3 Jan 1977,
ERN 00836005: "He said that when Angkar removed him from Kampong Som, Brother [same name as 2-TCW961] and he were instructed to open commerce gates at Pot Pet and O'Chrov. He and Brother [same name as 2TCW-961] took the opportunity to assign Hean to be a chairman of the gates in order to contact traitorous strings
in Thailand" (emphasis added, Khmer phrases omitted).
69
E3/4202, Gina Chon and Thet Sambath, Behind the Killing Fields, ERN 00757531 (emphasis
added).
70
E319.1.27, First SCW-5 WRI.
71
E319.1.28, 'Written Record oflnterview of[SCW-5]', 27 Nov 2013 ("Second SCW-5 WRI").
72
E319.1.28.1, 'Annex to [SCW-5]'s Statement', 27 Nov 2013 ("Photo Annex").
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48.

SCW-5's second WRI features his commentary about the collection of 27 photos.
SCW-5 explained that he had copied these photos from a person named Pat Thai, who
was reportedly Ruos Nhim's secretary and was responsible for the news. After 1979, he
worked at the Ministry of the Interior. Phat Thai had "about one suitcase full of photos"
and may have given them all to the Documentation Centre of Cambodia. 74 Among the
photos, ones of interest include a portrait which SCW-5 said could be of Ruos Nhim 75
and another depicting a scene that SCW-5 said had possibly been taken in Pursat "after
the collapse of the LON Nol regime in 1975". 76
III. APPLICABLE LAW

49.

Within the ECCC framework, the admission of new evidence on appeal is governed by
ECCC Internal Rules 104( 1) and 108(7). Pursuant to Rule 104( 1), the Supreme Court
Chamber "may itself examine evidence and call new evidence" to determine any appeal.
Rule 108(7) provides, in relevant part, as follows:
Subject to Rule 87(3), the parties may submit a request to the Chamber for additional
evidence provided it was unavailable prior to trial and could have been a decisive
factor in reaching the decision at trial. The request shall clearly identify the specific
findings of fact made by the Trial Chamber to which the additional evidence is
directed.

50.

The Chamber has previously exercised its discretion to admit new evidence pursuant to
Rules 104(1) and 108(7) in connection with the Appeal and pursuant to Rule 108(7) in
connection with appeals filed against the trial judgement in Case 001. 77

74

E319.1.28, Second SCW-5 WRI, p. 3 (at A3 and A5).
E319.1.28, Second SCW-5 WRI, p. 7 (at A27); see, also, E319.1.28.1, Photo Annex, ERN 00968058 (photo
numbered 16).
76
E319.1.28, Second SCW-5 WRI, p. 8 (at A32); see, also, E319.1.28.1, Photo Annex, ERN 00968058 (photo
numbered 21).
77
F2/5, SCC First Witnesses Decision, paras. 19-26; Case 001/18-07-2007 /EC CC/SC, Prosecutor v. Kaing Guek
Eav, F2/5/1, 'Decision on Group 1 Civil Parties' Co-Lawyers' Supplementary Request to Admit Additional
Evidence', 29 Mar 2011, ERNs 00657389-00657391; Case 001/18-07-2007/ECCC/SC, Prosecutor v. Kaing
Guek Eav, F2/4, 'Decision on Requests by Co-Lawyers for Accused and Civil Parties Groups 1, 2, 3 to Admit
Additional Evidence', 25 Mar 2011, ERNs 00656514-00656517.
75
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IV. ARGUMENT
A.

Confidentiality and Conditions of Disclosure

51.

The Defence acknowledges the disclosure conditions that the International CoInvestigating Judge, through the International Co-Prosecutor, has placed on it with
respect to WRis from Cases 003 and 004, as well as the supplementary conditions
imposed by this Chamber in that regard.

78

The instant Request is proposed as

. The
Defence did this in order to present the Supreme Court Chamber with a full picture of
the procedural history and situation faced by the Defence and, by extension, the
Chamber. The Defence considers such reference to be permissible in a confidential
filing and will provide the Chamber with suggested redactions for a Public (Redacted)
version of this Request.
B.

Findings of the Trial Chamber to Which the Additional Evidence Relates

52.

In the Judgement, the Trial Chamber found that an order to kill Khmer Republic
soldiers and officials was given by Ruos Nhim to Sector level civilian and military
officials a few days after the liberation of Pursat. 79 The Trial Chamber found that this
order was implemented at the Pursat town hall and at Tuol Po Chrey. 80 The Trial
Chamber furthermore found this order constituted the implementation of a JCE policy
adopted by Ruos Nhim and Nuon Chea, among others, to "target for arrest, execution
and/or disappearance" all former elements of the Khmer Republic. 81

53.

The Chamber also held that, in accordance with the principle of democratic centralism:
[CPK] decisions would be made centrally, by the upper echelons of the Party, to whom
the lower echelons would report and from whom they would seek instructions. This
was reflected in the pyramidal leadership structure of the Party, with power
concentrated in a small Standing Committee to which all other tiers were functionally
82
subordinate.

78

79
80
81

82

F22, 'Directions Concerning Proposed Witnesses in Appeal Proceedings of Case 002/01 ', 26 Mar 2015.
E313, Judgement, para. 663.
E313, Judgement, paras. 667-681 and 686.
E313, Judgement, paras. 119-127, 814 and 829.
E313, Judgement, para. 223 (footnotes omitted, emphasis added).
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3

It based this finding simply on an analysis of the CPK statute itselfl rather than on the

copious evidence that existed of the functional realities within the CPK.
54.

The Chamber also made a specific finding as to role of CPK zones in the context of the
implementation of a CPK policy to target former Khmer Republic soldiers and officials,
holding that:
While accepting that it fell to the Zones to implement the Party's policies concerning
population movements and targeting of Khmer Republic officials, the Chamber is
satisfied that the Zones were not acting independently. Rather, the Party Centre,
including NUON Chea, relied upon the Zones, whose secretaries were often members
of the Central or Standing Committees, and on the CPK's hierarchical structure to give
effect to its policies and decisions. This was both consistent with the provisions of the
84
CPK Statute and demonstrated in reality.

Once again, this analysis relied on a formalistic analysis focused on the provisions of
the CPK statute and also the formal responsibilities of the Central Committee. 85
C.

Importance of the Additional Evidence

(i)

Four WRis
and Three Witnesses Whose Interviews Were Published in
Behind the Killing Fields

55.

The first four WRls

which the Defence seek to admit in this Request,

and the potential testimony of the three witnesses featured in Behind the Killing Fields,
are of clear importance to its Appeal. The evidence of Witnesses 1, 2, 3, 2-TCW-959,
2-TCW-960 and 2-TCW-961 directly contests the Trial Chamber's finding that the
Zones did not act independently but were instead subordinate to the Party Centre and
part of a "strictly hierarchical", "pyramidal" and unified Party. Their evidence instead
confirms that the CPK was divided into bitterly competing factions with the Northwest
Zone aligning with their counterparts in the East Zone and other Zones. Witness 3
provided further insight into the factions themselves, explaining that the Northwest
Zone under Ruos Nhim was accused of affiliation "with the Viet Minh Khmer Rouge"
and suggesting that the four factions were defined as follows: (1) the Viet Minh; (2) the
nationalistic Khmer Rouge; (3) the Sihanoukist Khmer Rouge; and (4) the Khmer
Rouge from China (including Pol Pot). 86 2-TCW-959 explained how Ruos Nhim's plan
had the support of not only Sao Phim in the East Zone but also Vom Vet on the

83
84
85
86

E313, Judgement, fus. 707 and 708.
E313, Judgement, para. 859 (emphasis added).
E313, Judgement, fus. 2726 and 2727.
See para. 33 above.
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Standing Committee. 87 Furthermore, the testimony of Witnesses 1, 2, 3, 2-TCW-959
and 2-TCW-961 emphatically corroborates the account of SCW-5 88 and several other
witnesses -including Rob Lemkin and Thet Sambath - that leading figures within the
Northwest and East zones formed a united opposition faction against the CPK,
supplementing those accounts with important additional detail.
56.

In particular, Witness 1, Witness 2, 2-TCW-959, 2-TCW-960 and 2-TCW-961 are able
to offer concrete examples of active steps taken towards rebellion and/or treason in the
Northwest Zone. Witness 1 gave an eyewitness account of accompanying Ruos Nhim to
the border with Vietnam to collect military uniforms from the Vietnamese. 89 Witness 2,
meanwhile, explained that a plan for both Northwest Zone military divisions to "fight
back against Pol Pot" was leaked "through some agents of the Centre", and that the
Northwest Zone cadre Ta Ham had been arrested as he was accused of having
transported military equipment to Phnum Veay Chab Mountain. 90 He also mentions
how some Northwest Zone cadres escaped into the forest and created an opposition
"White Khmer Movement". 91

2-TCW-959 and 2-TCW-960 each spoke of secret

stockpiling - of medicine, medical equipment, rice, dry fish, and weapons - in
preparation for attacks,

92

while 2-TCW-960 and 2-TCW-961 respectively described

how plans included blowing up bridges, capturing Battambang, Pursat and Kampong
Chhnang, and were furthered at regular meetings in Sdao commune. 93 All of these
examples lend additional weight to SCW-5 's account of not only having created a
weapons cache in the forest as early as 197 5 but also allegedly creating and
participating in the "White Khmer Movement". 94 Moreover, these examples render the
appearance of all five of these witnesses at the appeal hearings critical to Nuon Chea's
defence.
57.

Finally, all four -

witnesses and the three witnesses described in Behind the

Killing Fields assist in lifting the veil shrouding events in the Northwest Zone until
now. The four -

87
88
89
90
91

92
93
94

witnesses detail how Southwest Zone cadres arrived in the

See para. 43 above.
See, e.g. E319.1.27, First SCW-5 WRI, p. 11 (at A35), p. 13 (at A41), p. 28 (at A120), p. 29 (at A124).
See para. 16 above.
See para. 28 above.
See para. 26 above.
See paras. 43 and 44 above.
See paras. 44 and 46 above.
See, E319.1.27, First SCW-5 WRI, p. 11 (at A35) and p. 12 (at A38).
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Northwest and, after some time, commenced arresting Northwest Zone cadres. 95 In
addition, each -

witness provides insight into the Northwest Zone structure,

identifying members of its leadership and detailing the fate of various leaders. 96 The
three witnesses in Behind the Killing Fields, meanwhile, illustrate how the rebellion
and/or treason in the Northwest Zone was being (and would be) operationalised. All of
this information provides essential context not only in order to verify SCW-5 's
immediate testimony but for the Defence's Appeal on the whole.
(ii)

Second WR/ of SCW-5 and its Annex

58.

The Defence submits the second WRI of SCW-5 and its annex m response to the
Supreme Court Chamber's scheduling of SCW-5 to testify on appeal. The Defence
takes the view that the second WRI and annex assist the Chamber in having a full
understanding of the information on the case file with respect to SCW -5 and provide
supplementary information that may assist the Chamber in ascertaining the truth. In
particular, in his second WRI, SCW-5 provides information concerning Ruos Nhim's
personal secretary and copies of apparent DK-era photos - including one possible photo
of Ruos Nhim, 97 whose photograph does not otherwise appear on the Case 002 case file
at all.

D.

The Additional Evidence of the Four Case 004 Witnesses Should be Admitted
Pursuant to Rule 108(7)

59.

Rule 108(7) expressly contemplates a request for additional evidence before the
Supreme Court Chamber provided such evidence "was unavailable at trial". Witnesses
1, 2, 3 and 4 were unknown to the Defence before their WRis were disclosed. They
have never testified in Case 002

. Therefore, their evidence can clearly
be considered evidence that was unavailable at trial for the purposes of Rule 108(7).

95
96
97

See paras. 20, 27, 33 and 41 above.
See paras. 21-22, 25, 30, 34-36 and 40 above.
See para. 48 above.
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E.

The Additional Evidence of the Four Case 004 Witnesses, the Three Witnesses
Whose Interviews Were Published in Behind the Killing Fields and SCW-5 Should
be Admitted Pursuant to Rule 104(1)

60.

Rule 104(1) also endows the Supreme Court Chamber with the power to "call new
evidence" "where the interests of justice so require, taking into account the specific
circumstances of the case." 98 The Defence notes that in this regard, the Supreme Court
Chamber recently cited the Lubanga Appeal Judgement and indicated that the ICC
Appeals Chamber in that case "found that it enjoyed discretion to admit evidence on
appeal despite a negative finding on one or more of the criteria governing the
admissibility of evidence on appeal". 99

61.

The Defence submits that even if part or all of the testimony of Witnesses 1-4 is deemed
not to meet the requirements of Rule 108(7) and 87(3), it should nevertheless be
admitted under Rule 104(1) in the interests of justice. Furthermore, it requests that the
three witnesses whose interviews are published in Behind the Killing Fields to be
summoned, and the second WRI and annex of SCW-5, to be admitted under Rule
104( 1) and in the interests of justice.

62.

With respect to Witnesses 1-4,

due diligence in

submitting the WRis of

Witnesses 1-4 to the Supreme Court Chamber at this point in time. It notes furthermore
that these WRis have been submitted in part to corroborate and verify SCW-5 's
testimony and are therefore a reaction to SCW-5's recent scheduling as a witness.
63.

With respect to 2-TCW-959, 2-TCW-960 and 2-TCW-961, the Defence notes that it did
not seek their testimony on appeal as it was awaiting further developments in relation to
its request to obtain additional evidence from Rob Lemkin and Thet Sambath and to
summon those two individuals to testify. In particular, the Defence hoped that Lemkin
and Sambath would agree to provide their unpublished footage of four interviewees for
their feature-length films Enemies of the People and Suspicious Minds and the related
short film One Day at Po Chrey, and that this might therefore render a request for

98
99

F2/5, SCC First Witnesses Decision, para. 17.
F2/5, SCC First Witnesses Decision, fn. 51.
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additional witnesses unnecessary.

The instant request that 2-TCW-959, 2-TCW-960

and 2-TCW-961 be summoned to testify is a direct consequence of WESU's report of
its discussion with Thet Sambath and information provided in the Chamber's own
interview of Rob Lemkin, as described in the Chamber's recent decision. 100 Thet
Sambath refused to provide additional footage from his films or transcripts of them 101
on the grounds that the interviewees in question "had not agreed for their material to be
used in any other form or for any other purpose" and its release would "be dangerous"
to him and "be a violation of [the interviewees'] rights". Rob Lemkin advised that the
Chamber needed the approval of Thet Sambath to hand over any footage or other
material. 102 This makes it unlikely that the information contained in this additional
footage or material will ever be put before the Chamber.
64.

It is the absence of this critical evidence, coupled with the potential testimony that 2-

TCW-959, 2-TCW-960 and 2-TCW-961 appear likely to offer, that now transforms
these three individuals into requested Defence witnesses on appeal.

As with the

apparent testimony that would have been offered by the four individuals described in
the Chamber's interview with Lemkin, 2-TCW-959, 2-TCW-960 and 2-TCW-961
appear to offer insight into subversive activities in the Northwest Zone spearheaded by
Ruos Nhim. These three witnesses are referred to by name and have their biographies
and DK experiences openly described in Behind the Killing Fields. This is a book that
was published in 2010, has been distributed widely, is well-known, is on the case file,
and is currently in stock at Monument Books stores in Cambodia. Whatever concerns
Thet Sambath had vis-a-vis the permissible use of and dangers associated with the
interviews with the four individuals mentioned by Rob Lemkin and discussed at
paragraph 11 above, these concerns clearly do not apply to 2-TCW-959, 2-TCW-960
and 2-TCW -961. The interviews of these three individuals were used in a context other
than the films, presumably since the interviewees granted Sambath broader consent
regarding the permissible uses of their interviews. Moreover, since Sambath published
accounts of their interviews in a widely-distributed book identified as being written by
him, it is evident that no protection issues arise for Sambath, his relatives or his former
employees in connection with their interviews.

°F2/4/3/3, SCC Interim Investigation Decision.

10

101

102

F2/4/3/2, 'Report in Response to Supreme Chamber [sic] Decision F2/4/3', 22 May 2015, ERN 01098357.
F2/4/3/1, Lemkin WRI, ERN 01097188.
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65 .

In addition, with respect to the evidence offered by Witnesses 1-4 and 2-TCW-959, 2TCW-960 and 2-TCW-961, the Request reiterates that their testimony is able to advance
key lines of defence advanced in its Appeal: in particular, that the "Party Centre" in
Phnom Penh exercised only limited effective control; that the CPK was cleaved with
deep factional divisions and plagued by internecine armed conflict; that "zone leaders"
such as Sao Phim and Ruos Nhim exercised substantial independent authority; that they
leveraged this authority from the earliest days after the liberation on 17 April 197 5 to
foment rebellion and/or treason against the CPK and the legitimate government of
Democratic Kampuchea; that they did this with substantial support by Vietnam, which
in turn was backed by the Soviet Union; and that this involved an alliance between Sao
Phim, Ruos Nhim and others. Therefore, the admission of the witnesses' evidence is
essential.

66.

With respect to the second WRI of SCW-5 and its annex, the Defence submits that its
admission is in the interests of justice since it provides the Supreme Court Chamber
with a complete understanding of SCW-5 's possible range of testimony prior to his
appearance to testify.
V. RELIEF

67.

The Defence hereby requests that:
(a)

the evidence of the WRis of Witnesses 1, 2, 3, 4 and SCW-5 , attached to the
instant motion, be admitted into evidence; and

(b)

that Witnesses 1, 2, 2-TCW-959, 2-TCW-960 and 2-TCW-961 be summonsed to
testify before this Chamber.

CO-LAWYERS FOR NUON CHEA

~--~\~~
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